In 2012, Theatre Horizon opened our new home in Norristown, creating a physical foundation for our award-winning art and impactful education programs. Building on that foundation, we committed to investing in the essential elements of our mission and artistry so that Theatre Horizon could sustain the excellent productions you have come to expect and continue to use theater to educate the next generation.

In order to fulfill that strategic vision, we created our HEART THE ART campaign, a three-year initiative (2015-2018) to help us meet three specific artistic goals:

1. Program an imaginative and expertly performed MUSICAL in each of the campaign’s three seasons
2. Create our first-ever CHILDREN’S SHOW, an interactive experience for families premiering in the 2017/18 season
3. Take care of our ARTISTS by increasing their salaries and benefits by 74% over the duration of the campaign

Our original fundraising goal was $230,000. In 2016, we increased it to $380,000 as the needs of the campaign shifted and we were fortunate to have early interest in the project from some principal core supporters, including 100% participation from our Board of Directors.

**In December of 2017 we completed the campaign with a total of $381,007 raised.**

We ❤️ the art and are so glad you do too!
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GOAL 1: COMMITMENT TO MUSICALS

Producing a musical costs twice the amount of producing a play, which may be why so few Philadelphia-area theatres attempt them. But we believe the risk, which is great, is worth the reward, which is extraordinary. That’s why nearly 60% of the money raised from Heart the Art were put aside to help fund Black Nativity (2015), A New Brain (2016), and Peter & the Starcatcher (2018).

We contracted a total of 92 artists for these three productions, putting to work more musical theatre artists than ever before at Theatre Horizon. Black Nativity and A New Brain were nominated for a total of 10 Barrymore Awards, and won 4 (the awards for the current season with Peter & the Starcatcher have yet to be announced). Additionally Black Nativity was the most successful production in our history, reaching nearly 3,000 patrons and necessitating our first-ever extended week of performances.

GOAL 2: CREATING HERO SCHOOL

We are proud to have educated thousands of children in our acting classes over the years, and have dreamed for a long time of presenting a play for children as part of our main stage season. Co-conceived over three years by Barrymore Award-winners Matthew Decker and Emmanuelle Delpech, Hero School was created to advance the form of experiential children’s theatre, taking inspiration from the growing international movement to create play experiences for very young children.
During each performance of *Hero School*, children “enrolled” in a super hero training camp that journeyed through our entire theatre space. Because they were responsible for advancing the narrative of the story, the young audience members became active participants and decision-makers throughout the show. Our goal was to encourage action and personal agency instead of passive reception, and we emphasized a sensory experience that stirred the imagination of each child.

During the two workshop years we contracted 29 artists to help develop the piece, and in the year of production 25 artists worked to bring the show to life. While we faced challenges in marketing this show to an entirely new audience base, we received excellent critical review and incredible audience feedback on this unique and original production.

**GOAL 3: INVESTING IN ARTISTS**

Along with our colleagues at other regional theatres, Theatre Horizon has worked hard to develop a deep bench of gifted and highly-trained theatre performers who are based in Philadelphia (as opposed to losing them to other markets like NYC and DC). Thus, a key part of this Heart the Art campaign was taking care of the people who make the art by paying them a living wage.

Over the last three years, we increased our artists’ salaries and benefits by 74%, including introducing healthcare benefits for the first time. Both programs positively impacted nearly 80 artists and 12 staff members each season, including actors, directors, choreographers, musicians, designers, technical staff, and administrative staff. We plan to continue employing artists and staff at this living wage going forward.

*Leah Walton in 2.5 Minute Ride (2017), Rob Tucker in A New Brain, (2016), Director of Individual Giving Lyndsey Piecyk. All photos by Matthew J. Photography.*
WHAT'S NEXT

Thanks to your support, **musical theatre is vibrantly alive at Theatre Horizon.** A highlight of our upcoming 2018/19 season will be the Regional Premiere production of the Tony Award-winning musical *The Color Purple*, which we hope will bring thousands of patrons to Norristown in fall 2018 during its five week run (the longest scheduled run in Theatre Horizon’s history).

While we do not have plans for another children’s production in our upcoming season, we are still **committed to creating inclusive theatrical experiences for diverse audiences.** During the run of *Hero School* we offered our first ever Relaxed Performances, which are specially adjusted sensory-friendly shows, designed to create a theatre experience that is welcoming, judgment-free, and inclusive of children and families with a wide range of sensory, learning, and communication differences. The Relaxed Performances for *Hero School* were so successful that we programmed another well-attended one during *Peter & the Starcatcher*, and we will be offering them again during *The Color Purple*.

Creating the unique world and nontraditional production model of *Hero School* also gave us the confidence to experiment with programming other nontraditional theatre shows. Next season audiences will experience a soaring gospel and jazz musical, a historic staged reading, an intimate cabaret, a contemporary play, and two mixed-medium pieces that promise **more variety and more options than ever before in a Theatre Horizon season.** We are producing art created and directed by audience favorites such as Rachel Camp, Steve Pacek, Jaylene Clark Owens, Matthew Decker, and Kathryn MacMillan, intentionally shining a spotlight on the artists you love watching and supporting.

Your support of our Heart the Art Campaign has allowed us to accomplish so much over the last three seasons and on behalf of our artists, audiences, Board and staff, we sincerely thank you. We look forward to seeing you again at the theatre soon as we embark on all of the new and exciting things **on the horizon!**

*A new day is on the horizon as we begin exploring a new production model and non-traditional theatrical experiences created by audience favorites such as Rachel Camp, Steve Pacek, and Jaylene Clark Owens.*